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The study of specific Ionic Interactions are facilitated 

by the study of heats of mixinq of aqueous electrolytes.    Much 

work has been done with systems at 25°C,  but very   little work 

has been done at hlqher temperatures.     In addition, the vast 

majority of work  In this type study has been done with common 

anion mixings.     In order to gain knowledqe  in  the field of solute- 

solvent  Interactions a study of common cation   Interactions at 

elevated temperatures   Is considered necessary. 

The systems studied were KCI-KBr-H20, KCI-KF-H20,  KCI-KC2H302- 

H20,  and KF-KC2H 0 -H20 at   1.0 molal   and constant ionic strenqth. 

Temperatures studied were 40°, 60° and 80°C.    A new adlbatlc 

microcalorimeter was used  in the work. 

AlI  of the systems studied showed   little or no temperature 

dependence.    This result tends to add validity to the numerous 

results by other authors who state that the heat of mix!no  Is 

mainly   influenced by   interactions occurring at the   Interface of 

the primary and secondary hydratlon spheres of  the  Ions   In aqueous 

solutions. 

Several   thermodynamlc functions are calculated or estimated 

for the electrolyte solutions as a function of temperature,  usinq 

the  heat of  mixinq  data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Today's chanqinq world of  fresh water  limitations, the 

fields of desalination and water pollution are consumlnq millions 

of dollars to study the effects of   Ions and molecules  In solution. 

In the years to come many ml I lions of doIlars more will   be spent 

in   liqht of the public awareness of the   limitations within our 

environmental   system. 

The study of   ions and molecules  In solution   Is  not new, 

however.    As early as the   late nineteenth century Arrhenlus 

established the nature of  Ionic solutions by postulatlnq Dosltlve 

and neqatively charqed species   in aqueous solution. 

It was quickly discovered that there was a difference  In 

the behavior of   ions and molecules, depend!nq on the solvent 

surroundinq them.     From this notlcable difference, theories 

of why  ions and molecules behaved differently   In different solvents 

beqan to emerqe.     Since water  is by far the most abundant solvent, 

it   is of  no suprise that over the early part of the twentieth 

century many theories concerninq the effects of water on  Ions 

were pub 11 shed. 

Water, a Ithouqh probably the most widely studied solvent, 

is probably the   least understood.    This,   in part,  accounts for 

the   limitations  In any theory yet published on the effects of 

ions' in aqueous solution. 

One of the most popular methods of study Inq aqueous 



electrolytes   Is with the use of  thermodynamics.    This  present 

study   Is no exception.     It  is hoped that this work contributes a 

little more knowledqe to the overall   understanding of   Ions   In 

aqueous solution. 



DOCUMENTATION  OF PREVIOUS  WORK 

The area of electrolyte chemistry, and particularly aqueous 

electrolyte  theory has entwined  its  roots  in the very foundations 

of so-called modern chemistry.    A brief  look  Into the past of this  field 

of chemistry  Is a must for a total   appreciation of current research 

in this area.     In any active field of  research,  disaqreements 

in theory occur.    This  Is another qood reason to study the history 

of a field of science. 

In   1887 Van't Hoff2 first applied thermodynamics to solutions 

in a systematic manner.    His theory,   althouqh valid onlv at 

infinite di lution,  paved the way  for an understands of solutions. 

To account  for the  ionic character of some solutions,  he proposed 

PV  =   iRT <Ea-   " 

where:   I- the number of times the osmotic pressure of a qlven 

salt solution  Is greater than the equlmolar solution of suqar. 

P = the pressure,  V = the volume, and T = the temperature. 

About   the  same  time  Arrhenius3 expanded  upon  Van't Hoff's 

theory  by  proposlnq a   relationship  between osmotic pressure 

and the electrical   properties of a solution.    He stated that 

deviations  from Van't Hoff's theory were due to those salts which 

conduct electrical   current.     Rjthermore, these "electrolytes" 

undergo.   In  solution,  spontaneous dissociation   into positive and 

negative charqed  part-molecules  or   ions.     Arrhenius  also postulated 

that the molecular  conductivity  of  a  solution was  a measure of 



the concentration of   Ions,  and the deqree of electrical   dissociation, 

or the activity coefficient, a   , was given by the ratio of the 

molecular conductivity at the qiven dilution,  to the molecular 

conductivity at   Infinite dilution, when all   the molecules were 

reqarded as belnq dissociated  Into Ions. 

Sutherland4 and Noyes5 both studied  ionlzation of electrolytes 

and  its  relationship with viscosity and the   laws of   ionlzation 

for binary electrolytes. 

A major breakthrough   in aqueous electrolyte theory came from 

Bjerrum6.    He first proposed that the typical   stronq electrolytes 

are completely dissociated  in dilute aqueous solutions.    The 

deviations of such solutions,   from  Ideality,  are due to the electro- 

static  field of  force  from the    ionic charges.     In a   later publication   , 

he defined *,  the osmotic coefficient, as 

1000 I-* = u±_ 
(Eq.   2) 

vmRT    M, 

where:   »•'   = electrostatic  interaction, and v = the number of  ions. 

Van Laar8 also postulated, several years before Bjerrum's 

publication,  the   importance of electrostatic forces   In charac- 

terizing the behavior of  Ionic solutions.    Around this time 

Hertz9 and Ghosh10 attempted to qive the effects of   Interlonic 

attraction  mathmatlcal   expressions,   but both  gave only  qualitative 

answers. 

S.R.  Mllner",  around the same time, attempted to calculate 

the effect of the   Interionic forces on the thermodynamic properties 

of solutions.    The fundamental   principles of the treatment were 



unexceptional, but, owing to the great mathmatlcal   difficulty 

of the problem, he was  unable to obtain any   explicit formula. 

However,  the  results of his approximate computation may be 

described by stating that for small   concentrations of  a symmetrical 

electrolyte of valence type (z,  -z)  the osmotic coefficient, 

g, behaves approximately according to the formula 

l-g = az3C*s (Eg.   3) 

where C = the volume concentration,  and a = a constant depending 

on the temperature and dielectric constant of the solvent. 

He also assumed that every positive  ion  repels every other positive 

ion,  and attracts every negative   Ion, with a  force g2/r , 

where r   Is the distance between the pair of   ions considered, 

and g  is  the   Ionic charge. 

In   1901  G.N.   Lewis12 proposed several   new concepts.    One 

of  these was the mean activity,  defined as 

a± -   Ca+ a.)1* «*   4) 

and a2 = a+a_.     Since a+ does not always egual   a_, 

a±  =  a2h (Eg.   5) 

From this  equation   Lewis  and Randall15 proposed  to define  activity 

coefficient as 

Y ■ a+ (Eg. 6) 

m(v+^v.^)1/v 

where v.   = the number of   ions of charge  1,  and m = the -olallty. 

Closely aligned to the activity coefficient, Lewis proposed 

the concept of   ionic strength,   I, where 



I   = *slmz2 (Eq.7) 

The activity coefficient Is a function of   Ionic strength,  and 

varies with varying  Ionic strength. 

Other contributors to early theories of electrolytes   Include 

Noyes'   ,  Ostwald'-5, and Harned'6.    Harned also proposed an 

equation  for the activity coefficient of uni-unlvalent strong 

electrolytes.    He   labeled the activity coefficient by Fg and 

defined   it as 

Fa = ac -   Bcm (Eq.  8) 

where c = the concentration,   and a,   6, and m are empirical   constants. 

Two years   later,  Harned and Brumbaugh'' derived an equation 

for mixed   1:1  electrolytes. 

Log Fa  =  a'c,   -   e'ym'   + a"(u  -c,)   +  f'(y  - c,)        (Eq.  9) 
cl 

where c    = the concentration of   I   electrolyte   In solution and 

u = the  Ionic strength,  and a',   e', a", and f    are empirical 

constants. 

J.N.   Brrinsted18 gave consideration  to the  attraction  of 

ions   in solution,   and came up with the principle of specific 

interaction of  ions.     In a dilute salt solution of constant total 

concentration,   ions  will   be  uniformly   influenced  by   Ions  of  their 

own sign.     Mathematically, he expressed this as 

fv(A,B)   =  F(A.,A?) 
f^BT 

f   (A,B)   = F(A,,A-,y) 
T^BT 

(Eq.   10) 

(Eq.   II) 

where x = an arbitrary cation, y = an arbitrary anion, A,B = a 

compound with a common   Ion,   f = the activity coefficient,  and 



F = an  Indeterminate function.    Therefore, he states, the activity 

coefficient of an   Ion  Is a function of the nature of the  Ion 

Itself, the solvent contalnlna it, and the action  upon   It of   Ions 

of ooooslte charqe.    However, Harned"* s+a+es that common anlons 

can be assumed to posses the same activity, but In their mixtures 

the activity coefficient of the constituent cations are assumed 

to vary.    The activity coefficient of other cations  Introduced 

In small   amounts    are also assumed to vary from one solution to 

another. 

To further complicate matters,  Lewis and Randall20 assumed 

that all   activity coefficients,  at constant total   concentration, 

depend only upon their own nature,  and not upon the nature of the 

solutions containing them.    This  is termed the "principle of  In- 

dependent activity coefficients." 

Brrfnsted21   continued to state that only   Ions of  unlike sian 

approach each other closely enough to produce these specific 

effects.     This ar*a of   ion-ion  interaction has been called the 

,nterion.c-attraction Theory,    other workers  in this area  included 

Randa,,   and Young22,  wno  used  EMF to varify  the   ,nterion.extrac- 

tion Theory, and E.  Huckel23. 

However, the front runners  In the field of   ion-ion   Interactions 

a+ +his rtm Were P.  Debye and E. Huckel2*.     to   1923 they sucess- 

M* applied mathematics to the problem of   Ion-ion  Interaction, 

and obtained the following eguatlon: 



where I = the electrical   potential   (undisturbed),  and V = the 

differential  operators, D = the dielectric constant, n = the 

Ionic concentration,  and e = the charqe on the   Ion. 

The two assumptions of  Debye and Huckle were to apDly 

Boltzmann formula to a set of conditions to which   It Is not strictly 

applicable,  and to combine this with the Polsson equation to form 

the basis of their treatment.    Secondly, they assumed that the 

mutual   electrostatic potential enerqy of two Ions at their closest 

distance of approach,  a,   Is  small   comoared to their mean thermal 

enerqy of translation.    The  first assumption  Is equivalent 

to assuminq that the potential  of a qlven  Ion due to all   the 

remalnlnq Ions   Is directly proportional  to the charqe of the 

qiven   ion. 

They also proposed an equation  for the mean activity coeffi- 

cient.     In  its orlqlnal   form It Is 

ln Y± '  [   3 ,)    10U6(k!)T)* 

where r = the   iona.   concentration, or d0 | m.zf  .    This equation, 

,,ed the L.mitinq Law   for Activity Coefficients,   is expressed 
now  ca 

more simply as 

In  Y+ = -A. Z^Z +'-! 
(Eq.   14) 

where    A    - the Debye-Huc.e.   coefficient, which   is a function 

of the charqes  considered  in  (Eq.   13).    The advantaqe of this 

trolytes. 
~~„A »n onuation  for the osmotic 

Debye and Huckel  also oroposed an equarion 



coefficient,  using the same assumptions as previously stated. 

E 
i 

|   - * = 0.374   \h I N.   z2 *H      + I Hj Z N, 
i    * 

Ni      NH20 VH20 T | "i 
+ I N.V1     -TogU- S O 

3.08 

i    1 
(Eq.   15) 

where N = Avogadro's number,  and a   = a geometric factor,  and 

a = the closest distance of  approach of 2  Ions. 

Guggenheim25 took the best  from Brtfnsted's theory and 

from Debye and Huckel's theory to propose his Variant Theory. 

In this,  he defines the mean activity coefficient as: 

|og Y+  =  "0.50    2+jisiiZ.ij    + Bl (Eq.   16) 
1 I   +      a     H 

3To"F 

where B and a are adjustable parameters.    For a   1:1   solution 

a =  3.08 and B = 0.    B  is explained as an adjustable constant 

for  ionic  interactions, or deviations   from the Debye-Huckel 

Iimiting term. 

For mixed electrolytes with the same valence type, he  Ignores 

triplet   interactions  and arrived  at the  followinq equations. 

log Y+  =  "0.50  zjzjl*8*  cq+q.       Cjj  *r,x«   \<   +  ft   V , 

 ^T 1 (Eq.   17) 

where X  =  rrole  fraction,   X  =  the   Interaction  coefficient,  or 

X   ,) x    r 

RT rn IO 

and q,  = the number of  ♦ or -  ions per molecule.    For osmotic 

coefficients,  he arrived at the  following: 

(Eq.   18) 

I   _  * =  0.374 z+|z_ |*0 <    a     \h) (Eq.   19) 
TJTS 

About   .9,5.   H.S.  Harn.d*  began  using electrochemical   cells 



as a method  for studying activity and activity coefficients. 

CelIs of the type, 

H2lHX(m,> *(^)|A*-* (Eq-20> 

were especially good for these type studies.    With the  ionic 

strength kept constant, the general   equation  for the above 

cell   is, 

= E° - 2RT  In Y+ 
:»      m   P» (Eq.  21) 

where    E°'   = E° when   I   = 0. 

For the activity coefficient of one solution   in another 

solution,  the empirical   relationship,  known as Harned's rule  is: 

log Tfx -  log Y(0)1 + o.^ (*l« 22) 

=   log Y1(Q) r«i8"2 (Eq'  23) 

where Y-* the activity coefficient of electrolyte   I   In the 

mixture, and Y(Q)1 - the activity coefficient of electrolyte  I 

at zero concentration  in  the presence of electrolyte 2 at a 

given   ionic strength.    Yl(o) = the activity coefficient of elec- 

trolyte   I    in  a   pure  solution  of   I,   and a12  =  the  slope of  the 

line obtained   for  Log Yl  versus  m.     Additional   parameters  which 

can  be  added  to Harned's   rule   include a  -B,m2  term  for better 

fit. 

Several   years   later Guggenheim^,  using Breed's theories, 

developed  his  equations   for  Yl and  Yg  for  a  system MY and NX 

in water. 

log Tl   -  -\ -A + mlV + *-2<Bnx ♦ V ^^  24) 
1
 '   l+m*5 

and, 



II 

l°g Y„ = -A      m*5    + m-B      + ^mn(B      + B_ ) 
2 Y W " 

where B.. = the specific Ion Interaction constants. These 

equations relate to Harned's equations as follows: 

and, 

also, 

a12 = Bny  " *BW + Bnx} 

OOT   = B      - MB      + B    )   , 21       mx my       nx 

a12 " a21 = B™ ' Bny 

and. 

= 2(*2 - ♦j) 

2.303 m 

oio + con = B_„ + BMr - Lt   B. a21 mx ny       my nx 

Where m = n, or x = y, 

a12 = _a21 

=   *2   "   *1 
2.303 m 

= WB. .) 

(Eq.  25) 

(Eq. 26) 

(Eq. 27) 

(Eq. 28) 

(Eq. 29) 

(Eq. 30) 

(Eq. 31) 

(Eq. 32) 

(Eq. 33) 
'ny        mx 

During this  same time  period  other methods  for activity 

coefficient studies were  used.    These   Include  Isoplestic methods, 

notably  by  Bausfield28,   and  by  Sinclair29.     Sinclair's  method 

was  by use of a desiccator  In which several  solutions were 

maintained at a constant temperature.    The vapor pressures were 

brought   into equilibrium with  a  reference  solution  which  has 

an accurately known vapor pressure.    By analysis of the vapor 

pressure of these solutions after   equlIibrium has been reached, 

and by the use of the Glbbs-Duhem equation, the activity coef- 



ficient of each can be calculated,  since the vapor pressure 

of   pure water  Is also measured.    Work by Owen and Cook29 also 

belongs here. 

Lewis and Randall30 and Randall  and Young31' provided another 

equation for the activity coefficient.    This equation allows 

the calculation of  the activity coefficient at any given temper- 

ature   if   it   is known at some other temperature. 

log /• = |oq Y' - i22°_/oX (i) te (Eq* 34) 

vM1 m 

where Y" = the activity coefficient at a reference temperature 

T",  and y'   =  the measured activity coefficient at T  . where * = 

the number of   ions, M1 = the molecular weiqht, m = molality, 

and x = a function of  heat content. 

Several   years   later, G.  Scatchard, et.  al.32 beqan publishing 

results of work using the  freezing point measurements of various 

solutions to determine the activity coefficient.    The results 

were then   interpreted as modifications to BrsSnsted's theory 

by the  addition of   terms  to  Include  triplet and  pairwise   interactions 

Based on the above   foundation using single electrolyte 

theory,  a new   look at the mathematical  theory was attempted 

by Joseph Mayer33    Using statistical   mechanical   technigues,  he 

derived  several   eguations. 

r2  (C,P,T)   = n   (P.T)  + vRT  Ln(Y± C*' (Eq'   35) 

C±   =  CC C  »:-l^ «*.   36> 

and f£  =  the  standard  partial   molal   free energy,  and V?  =  the 

free  energy of  the  solution.     For  activity  coefficients,  he 

proposed, 



S="CJ   r= a 
log Yt - - I I       XgVQsr " Ksr> 

s=l    r=l 

13 

(Eq.   37) 

where a= the number of  chemical   species, QSr = a function of 

S, and K      = a function of S. 

These equations prove to be  Independent of the Debye-Huckel 

equation, but provide an equal   result    at  infinite dilution. 

The basic differences between  the two theories  Is that Mayer's 

ionic solution theory   is derived from the theory of the virlal 

coefficients of   imperfect gases and  is   Independent of the Debye- 

Huckel   theory and free  from the somewhat dubious physical  and 

mathmatlcal   inconsistencies of the earlier theory. 

Mayer also presented his theories of solute-solvent Inter- 

action.    Based on molecular modeling,  he presented his "primitive 

model"  for   ion-solvent   interaction.    The solvent is represented 

as an   ideal   structureless dielectric whose properties are  indepen- 

dent of the electric field strength,  and the   ions are represented 

as hard spheres with the same dielectric constant as the solvent 

and with the charge  in  an arbitrary but fixed spherical   distri- 

bution within each   ion.    He formulated his statistical 

mechanical  model   by using cluster  integrals.     In this,  he 

considered  only ♦+,  +-,   and  -   interactions  as  the  main  potentials 

of  force at work  In a solution of   less than   I   molar and Increasing 

as a function of   increasing approach. 
-34 ler- An extentlon of Mayer's work was attempted by J.C.   Poirl( 

Since Mayer derived equations  for the mean activity coefficient, 

which   is usually not measured,   Poirier extended these calculations 

to obtain generally measured thermodynamic quantities. 
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In y = in y± - P0BmC V|/vRT -   ffi (Eq.  38) 

where Y ■ the stolchlometrlc mean   Ionic molal   activity coefficient, 

and Posm ■ the osmotic pressure, V° = the partial  molal   volume 

at Infinite dilution, and   Bj  = the coefficient of   Isothermal 

compress lb I IIty. 

Polrler also derived equations for partial   molal   volume, 

apparent molal   volume,   relative partial  molal   heat content and 

relative apparent molal   heat content.    The equations he obtained 

give good agreement with the experimental  results,  up to 

approximately 0.4 molal   for  1:1  electrolytes. 

In the early fifties, H.A.C.  McKay3^ proposed an equation 

to deal with deviations  from Harned's rule. 

log (YI/Y?)  = -o12»   +   &2 
(Eq.  39) 

and, 

«.,«,   = [log     (Y!/Y?)f,=m ♦ m2ra12]
n,"B1 ♦ jf" a    dm    (Eq.   40) 

" * 2    1    m=ffl2 m=m2      K*2 

He also expressed the excess   free energy of mixing  In terms 

of the activity coefficients and osmotic coefficients of the 

solution. 

A GE = GE .  (GE ♦ GE) (Eq.   41) 
"■ m i        2 

=  2RT  (m  In   ttj/rj)  + m3ln  (Y2
/Y2 

- M + m1*° + m2*|  ) (Eq.   42) 

or, 

where 

AmGE = -   (o12 ♦ a21)  m^ RT (Eq.   43) 

In  (Yi/Y?)   =  " «1J»J 

Harned36 used the cell, 

(Eq.   44) 
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H,   I   HCI ;   NaCI,     .1   AgCI-Ag (Eq.   45) 
z (m|) lm2' 

where the activity coefficient (y  ) of HCI was determined.    The 

equation used was, 

log Y-f   log Yl(0) - a12«n2 <Eq. 24) 

where   log Yi(o)  = tne activity coefficient of pure HCI   Crri|  = m), 

and m_ = the concentration of NaCI. 

By using the method of McKay  , Harned computed a21  In 

the equation 

log Y2 =   log Y2(0)  - a^ <EQ- 46) 

where Y    ■ the activity coefficient of NaCI   In the  final   solution, 

and Yofn\  = +ne activity coefficient of NaCI   when m2 = m. 

For two unl-untvalent electrolytes  In solution, McKay's equation 

states that 
m=m BWB 

»2i-i • C «og Y2{0)/ log Y^o^ ♦ ^-i^ 

♦ fkygto fEq. 47) 

Ttl 

mo 

but when m,   approaches m. 

VlW  "  ^WW  * fa* ^q.  48) 

°2l(0)  =  d,°g(^(0)/Yl(0))   + ^£ + °12 
dm dm 

At this same time Harned gave equations for the excess 

free energy of mixing and the excess heat of mixing. 

A  G* = -2.303 RTm m C(a12(0)   ♦ a2l(Q))  ♦ 2(^1     (Eq.   50) 

and 

l& -  2.303 "S^^COJ   ♦ a2l(0)}  + HlB2]  (E^   5I) 

For the system HCI-NaCI-M£, Harned proposed, using Yl = HCI, 
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log Y2 ■  log Y1(O) - ^(Q^ (Eq.  22) 

but, 

log Y2 =  log Y2(0)  - a2l(Q)  -   ft^ (Eq.   53) 

Equation (53)  uses the additional   parameter to account for the 

non-linearity of this system. 

Harold  L.   Friedman37 expanded upon Mayer's      work and found 

an   Inconsistency with BrgSnsted's principle of specific ion   Inter- 

action.    Using the equation 

A  GEx     .   =   I^Tyd-y)^ + «Y + g Y2 +  •   •   O  (Eq.   54) 
m  (y,I) "0 12 

where Y =   l-2y,  and K    (p*0,l,2,"O = palrwise   like charge   inter- 

rEx/i2 

actions measurements,  and y = mole  fraction.    He found that. A^G    /' 

does not vanish as   I   approaches zero, as   is expected on the 

basis of Brrfnsted's principle.    He   looked at both symmetrical 

and non-symmetrical  mixtures   in this  respect.    Another equation 

related to A GEx   is A HEx .    Friedman gives this equation for 
m m 

the excess heat of mixing. 

where 

V& ■ ,2y(i-y,RT l VP 

h    =  -T[3g/3T] 

(Eq.   55) 

(Eq.   56) 
-P     -5s 

Experimental   confirmation to Friedman's theoretical   calcu- 

lations are exhibited by Wood, et.   a I.38  .    They showed that 

the quantity RThQ   (a measure of the magnitude of   Ionic interaction) 

shows no general   trend with concentration. 

In the case of Scatchard and Prentiss40,  their equation 

for A GEx is m 
A  GEx(cal/Kg)   =  x(l-x)l2PTg^ 
■ 

(Eq.  57) 
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where, 

*0 
= Al   + B 3/2 (Eq.   58) 

and A and B are functions of triplet Ionic Interactions.    Wood, 

39 
et.  al .       have used this calculation for their experimental 

data and found &. to be  in error by two to five times the possible 

experimental   error.     In this the Wood school   of thought 

which contradicts the Brrfnsted principle  , and the Scatchard 

school, which  upholds the principle,  continue to maintain their 

individual   lines of thought. 

In any study of   Ionic  Interactions,  the   Investigation of 

the solute-solvent role  Is  critical.    Many authors have commented 

on the ,-ole that a solvent plays   in   ion-Ion   interactions 

The Gibbs-Duhem equation  Is the foundation for describing most 

solute-solvent relationships. 

XA% + VMB  '  ° (Eq'   59) 

where u = the chemical   potential,  and A = the solvent,  and B = 

the solute.    Also, 

d(|n a  )   =  -X*  d(Ln a  ) (Eq.   60) 
B 7^ A 

*B 

where a  =  the activity,   and  X =  the  mole   fraction.      In  a  multi- 

component solution,  the Gibbs-Duhem equation    becomes, 

(X,d|n  a,   ♦ X2d|n  a2 +  X5d|n  a^ +   •   •   •   -0)pJ (Eq.   61) 

The  structuring of water around   Individual    ions  has  been 

recognized for many years as a factor  In the properties of   Ions 

in solution.    Much active work still   continues   In this  field, 

as no conclusive results have proven any one theory on solvent- 

ion  structuring. 
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G.W.   Stewart50 noticed,   In   1943,  that there was a striking 

correspondence between the rate of variation of the partial   molal 

ionic volume with concentration,  and the rate of variation of 

H,0 structure as seen by x-ray analysis. 

Robinson51   indicated a positive s,   - sf value as belnq typical 

of a structure breaking effect, whereas a neqatlve s",-!^ value 

Indicates a structure strengthening effect, where s   Is entropy. 

A d I pole moment  Is not the main factor determining the thermody- 

namlc properties of  these solutions, he noted. 

Collie,  Hasted,  and Ritson52 postulated that   liquid water 

is considered to be made up of ordered regions of mIcrocrystaI 11ne 

domains whose boundrles are  in continuous        motion.    When 

inorganic   ions are added to the water,   they are considered to 

break up the structure to some extent,  to  increase the boundary 

area and shorten the relaxation time. 

Huckel53 showed that a variation of   dielectric constant 

would have a  significant,   if not dominant effect on the prop- 

erties of  concentrated salt solutions.    He also discussed the 

attraction  of   H20 molecu.es  to an   Ion.     This  attraction  occurs 

as a sheath of several   layers of water molecules around the  ion. 

,n   1926 Webb54  found that the enerqy changes associated 

with the solution of   ions   in various solvents are  important  In 

that they permit a calcu.ation of the abso,ute activities of  ions. 

That   is, with reference to a state  independent of any solvent. 

Berna.   and Fow.er" argued   in   .933 that water surrounds 

ions   in solution essentially as a tetrahedra.  arrangement.     If 



an   ion  is completely hydrated,   it will   carry a number of water 

molecules around  It.    The maximum hydratlon will   be limited 

by the number of H20 molecules which can be packed  in mutual 

contact around the  Ion.     This depends only on the   ionic radius. 

All    larger   ions  (Cf,  Br", and C^O^)  have four coordination 

in water solutions  (see  flqure   I). 

Beginning  in   1940 Frank56 found that cations of small   radii 

tend to stabilize the H.,0 structure,  while   large   ions have the 

opposite effect.    Frank and Evans57 made a detailed study of this 

effect by   looking at change of entropy of hydratlon versus temperature 

of rare gas atoms and non-polar molecules.    When a rare aas atom 

or non-polar molecule dissolves  in water at room temperature, 

it modifies the water structure in the direction of greater 

crystal Iinlty.    The water,  so to speak,  builds a microscopic 

iceberg around   it.     The extent of this  icebera  is oreater the 

iarger the foreign atom.     This freezing of water produced by the 

atom causes heat and entropy to be   lost beyond what would be 

otherwise be expected. 

,n  the  substitution  of  an   ionic  atom or  molecule, the  charge  has 

a  dramatic effect  on  the  system.     The  AH va.ues  are  seven  to  ten 

times  as  oreat as  those  characteristic of  non-ionic so.utions. 

However  lvalues are   in  exactly  the  same  range  (.8 to 40 e.u.) 

i» colutes      This   is  illustrated by comparing 
as  those  for   non-polar  soluTes. 

i     = of  K+ and el" (both   isoelectronlc with argon) 
the entropy   loss of  K    ana oi 

K+n- = 25 3 e.u.  + 26.6 e.u.  = 51.9 e.u. 
to two argon  atoms.     KOI «».-* •• 

Ar  +  Ar  =  30.2  e.u.   +  30.2 e.u.   = 60.4 e.u.     The effect of  the 
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Tetrahedral   Arrangement of Water Around an   Ion 

Figure   I 
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charqes  Is actually to  lessen the entropy  loss. 

The conclusion   is that in an  ionic solution there is "too 

much entropy",  just as  in the rare qas solution there  is "too 

little entropy".    The probable explanation,  according to Frank 

and Evans,   is that around the   ions, beyond the first saturated 

reqion of water molecules, there Is a reqlon or belt  in which 

the water structure  is broken down, or melted, or depolymerized, 

as compared with ordinary water. 

"Pictorially,  this effect of an   ion   is easier understood. 

In the normal   four coordinated water structure we may think of 

five water molecules   in a tetrahedron,  one oxyqen at the center, 

with  four others   in so-re sort of tetrahedral   position around   it. 

Two of  these peripheral   oxyoens are usinq 1ft.tr own hydrogens 

to bind them to the central oxyoen, while two are held by hydroqens 

which belong to the central water molecule.    This ^eans that 

the kind of  tetrahedron which will   fit satisfactorily  into an 

extended patch of   ice-like water has at two of   its corners water 

^ecules  which   have one  type  of  orientation,  while the  orientation 

at the other two corners must be different.    Assume now that 

•  r,    Ma+    sav    into the structure, 
it  is desired to fit a posit,ve ion,  Na  ,  say, 

j- +hiC wilI   be to give   it a coordl- 
The most  favorable way to do this wi 

TMs  I. oppose, to t.„ .ftr -~.i.. -•— - ""  "" 

*. or,.*.- oppos.te. ,s r^« M- . ^ Mt  .«. - 
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that  It will   be necessary to go out some distance from a positive 

Ion before the water has recovered  Itself sufficiently to have 

its characteristic structure and entropy" 

About   1948 through   1949 Collie, Hasted and Rltson58 published 

a series of articles   in which they  looked at dielectric relaxation 

times and correlated this with the structure breaking phenomena 

as denoted by Frank and Evans.     It was  found that for a   large 

structure breaking effect,  a   large positive    change       In fluidity 

should be noted. 

Panthaleon, et.   ■ !.? showed  In   1957,  using x-ray diffraction, 

that the cation  (especially  for KCI)   is surrounded by an octahedral 

arrangement of water.    Haggis, et.  ,l.f also found some  ions 

to contain six to eight coordination of water to cation. 

In   figure  2  Frank  and Wen61   show  pictor.ally  the  hydration 

sphere  around  a  cation.      It  turns  out that  in  a  study of  the 

entropy of  hydration,  a.l  of the alkali   metal   cations except 

Li+ and  Na\   and  all   of  the  halides except  F",   lose  too   little 

entropy when dissolved from the gaseous state to  infinite di.ution. 

in  figure 2 the cause of the structure breaking region  Is pre- 

sumably  the  approximate  balance   in  region  B  between  two competing 

orienting   influences  which  act on  any  given water  molecule. 

•    +KO normal  structural  orienting influence of One  of   these   is  the  normal   sTrucTura 

„„„„ «. d.pol. of the *»r.-Hy «-*"»'   ■•"• "*"• 

Th. I.tt.r  Ml*. predominates   In region A. and tne <or«r 

I. «,,« 0, - It U ~t .».«-•»-. ** "•—» - C 
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Water Structure Around an   Ion 

Figure 2 

A = Region of   Immobilized water 
B = Region of structure breaklnq 
C = Normally structured water 
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there should be a reqlon of finite width in which significantly 

more orientational disorder should exist than in either A or C, 

or  in unperturbed water. 

Small   cations with single or double charges causes reqlon 

A to  increase   Influence on B up to the point of possible extinc- 

tion of  B.     Larqe sinqly charqed  Ions  (I", Cs+)   tend to have a 

large enough net structure breaking effect that possibly region 

A goes toward extinction. 

Frank and Wen also stated that the formation of hydroqen 

bonds   in water   is predominantly a cooperative phenomenon, where, 

when one bond breaks, a whole cluster will   dissolve.    This 

gives a picture of   flickering clusters, of various sizes and 

shapes  forming and relaxing at a half-life of   I0"10 or  10" 

seconds.    This structure  is represented below. 

H H H H 

/ / / ' 
H _ 0:   H - 0+- H - 0:     H - 0: 

Kay,  Cunningham and Evans 62indicated  the  primary  hydration 

sheath to be caused by a process of electrostriction.     Ions 

of   large surface-charge density, such as  Li+,  K and C+ are 

examples  of electrostrictive  struct ureters.     This  kind  of 

solvat.on   is   less sensitive to moderate temperature changes 

because the forces   involved are greater than the available 

thermal   forces. 

There ere tvo other types of  Ionic structure, those 

.,th „,.  «r*~-~» -Slt.es, structure hreeKers. such es C, 

or   r  ,„., end those 1* „r» — <  surtece-cheree d.nsit.es 
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but with surfaces of   inert alkyl   or aryl   groups.    These are 

called hydrophobic structure makers since water molecules 

surrounds them with a greater degree of hydration,  due to hydrogen 

bonding,  than bulk water.    Examples are Bu4N    and Ph4B    ions. 

As temperature  increases the amount of structured water 

decreases,  and the structure breaking power of these  ions   is 

decreased.     Just the  reverse  Is the case with the  large  Ions 

with hydrophobic surfaces  (such as C
2

H
3°2'

)-    These  Ions have 

a structure making ability,  and an agueous mobility deficiency 

which disappears as   increased thermal  motion disrupts the added 

structure. 

Kay and Evans63,   using conductance experiments,   found 

agreement with the Frank and Wen model.     In general, hlqh charge 

and small   size or   low charge    and  large hydrophobic surface 

area   increase the size of reqion A, and   low charge and  large 

size   increases  region B.    They   likened the hydration to a cage 

around the   large  Inert portion of   large molecules. 

Gurney64 showed  that   ionic  mobility  studies and their  temper- 

ature coefficients tend to confirm the structured effect of the 

water-ion   interaction.     Brandy.« has  shown   in  direct x-ray  studies 

of  the structure  of  the   immediate environment of  such  a   large 

multicharged   ion  as  Er+3.  that  a  hiqhiy  ordered structure   is 

^intained  even  beyond  the  region  of  primary  hydration,   its 

simHarity  to  the structure of   ice being  considerably  .ore  ^rked 

than  when pure water and   Ice are compared. 
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Frank66   looks at the structure of water,  using Raman spectroscopy 

and X-ray scatter.    He concludes that cold water seems to consist 

of hydrogen-bonded,   four coordinated,  framework regions, 

with  interstitial   monomers occupying some  fraction of the cavities 

formed by the framework.    This  framework appears to be reqular 

at colder temperatures and becomes more random as the water gets 

warmer. 

Somoilov67 stated that the hydration of   ions  in solution 

can  be divided   into  two regions.     The  first  region   (close  hydration) 

is comprised by the  interaction of the   ions with the water molecules 

which  form the   immediate surroundings of the   ions   in the solution, 

and the second  region  (distant hydration), by the  interaction 

with .ore distant water molecules.    The distant hydration depends 

rainly  on  a  polarization  of   the surroundinq volume of  water 

by  the  action  of  the   ionic  field,   and   it  alwavs  corresponds 

with  the considerable energy decrease which accompanies the 

transfer  of  the   ions   into the  solution.     The  close  hydration 

describes  the  action  of  the   ions  on  the  ther^l,   and  principally 

the translation*!,  notion of  the adjacent water molecules of the 

solution.     The  so-called  kinetic properties  of  solutions  are 

chiefly  dependent on this close hydration. 

Vdovenko,   et.   a,.6.8    looked at  the  displacement of  the  struc- 

tural  eguilibrium between the   icelike and close-packed structures 

(the  two-structure mode.)   under the   influence  of  the 

fieldof+he  ion   is examined on a theoretica.   basis.    They conclude 

that   ,n  the e.ectrostatic  field  due to an  ion,  the  structura- 
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.70 

equilibrium  In water  Is displaced   In favor of the  tceberq structure. 

Luck and Dllter       examined   the structure of water uslnq 

near-infrared spectroscopy.    They showed that some  Ions produce 

an   increase   In   intensity  in the wavelenqth  reqion of  free OH" 

(structure breakers)  and  some   ions produce a decrease of   intensity 

in the reqion of the free OH" vibration  (structure makers). 

By neutron   Inelastic scattering techniques,  Leunq and Safford' 

showed the existence of primary hydration spheres or  layers. 

Also,  for the  Ions Cs+,   K+, and Na+ there were found to be primary 

ion-water complexes which were specific for a given salt.    With 

increased temperature,  water-water coordinations were rapidly 

disrupted, and the number of primary hydration waters   increased. 

Tikhomirov71 arques that strong primary H20 interactions 

can   lead to the polarization of H20 bonds and to a strenqthenlng 

of bonds beyond the primary  layer, which would tend to decrease 

the reorientational   freedom.    The relative  influence of the reduc- 

tion of  the number of bonds  in the  intermediate region and of 

this cooperative strengthening of bonds by polarization would 

affect the average diffusive kinetics, and determine the structure 

making or breaking  influence of the salt. 

Endom, et.  all*    noted from spin-echo measurements of the 

se,f-diffus.on coefficients of water molecules   In aqueous solutions, 

that KCI,   KBr,   Kl,  0*1.  and CsBr at   low temperatures (25%) 

show a  structure  breaking tendency.      In  contrast,  at higher 

temperatures,  they show a structure making tendency. 

Y.C.  Wu, M.B.  Smith and T.F.  Young" looked at systems 
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(Eq.  62) 

of   1:1   electrolytes   In   I  molal   solutions.    They postulated an 

equation for the heat of mixing In the followlnq manner: 

AmH/x2x3  = A ♦ Bx3 +  .- 

Young, et.  a I.,    had previously shown that most systems could 

be adequately described with only the A and B constants.     It 

was also pointed out that the heats of mixinq of Cl" and Br~ 

is nearly the same whether the mixing is done In the presence 

of  Li+,  Na+, or K*.    The   interactions between    a pair of the 

same charge sign are typically affected relatively   little by 

the common   ion. 
75 

Young, et.  a I.,     derived an equation where: 

j£(MY  + NY)   +   (MX + NX)] + NI(MX + MY)   +  (NX  + NY)] + e  = 

i£(MX + MY)   +   (NX  +  NY)] + J£(MY + NY)  +   (MX +  NX)] + z'   (Eq.  63) 

where M and N are different cations of the same charge and 

e = e'    where 

(Eq. 64) 

,-* different anions of  the same charge.    This equation 

e = AH-JOH + ^ H      _J m m mx.nx        B ny.ny 

can be pictorial ly represented as follows. 

MX .  NX MX 

and 

MY 

NX 

NY 
MY NY 

where, 

5£(MX + NY)   +  (MX  + NX)] + J£(MX + MY)  +  (NX + NY)] +  e  = 

l£(MX + NY)  +  (MY + NX)] (Eq.  65) 

or,   in  shorthand  notation: 
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but qenerally  e   is small   in relation to experimental  error, 9e 

and  is neg lected.    Therefore, 

*£□ = >&> (Eq.  67) 

which   is called the "cross-square rule" for heats of mixlnq. 

This derivation shows that since BnzSnsted's principle of 

Specific   Ion 1c   Interaction  requires that the heat of a homo ionic 

mixing   i s zero, or very small, application of the cross-square 

rule to a  system obeying the principle suggests that the heats 

of  cross  mixing   (at  x?  =  0.5)   should  be equal   in  magnitude, 

but of opposite algebraic siqn. 

The  requirement for the Brrfnsted theory  is that as   I  becomes 

smaller,   yV I  - 0,  but  in the system LiCI-NaCI,  yH becomes 

smaller as   I   becomes smaller and does not become equal   to zero. 

Smith76  shows  that  for the  system NaCI-Na^O, AnH/l   actually 

increases as   I   approaches  zero.    This deviation   is also discussed 

by Stern and Passchier    . 

78 
In   1965,   Wood  and  Smith       noted  that  the measurement of 

heats  of  mixing of  electrolyte  solutions   is  an excellent way 

to study  the   interactions  of   ions   in aqueous  solutions.     If 

the measurements are made at constant  ionic strength, effects 

of the   ionic atmosphere are cancelled.     If  the measurements are 

made  with  a  common   ion,   the effects  of  oppositely  charged  ion 

pairs cancel.     Thus,  the pair-wise and triplet Interactions 

of   like-charged   ions can be conveniently studied. 

Free energy measurements,  because of the smallness of change, 
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show no deviation from Br^nsted's theory If triplet Interactions 

are included. However, heats of mixing are larger and therefore 

more capable of showing changes. 

Wood extended his measurements to a   low enough concentration 

to detect differences between   like-charqed pairs and triplets 

(0.1  molal   to 0.5 molal).    The results showed that  like-charged 

ions do have specific  interactions even at  low concentrations. 

They are  larger than triplet   interactions and generally smaller 

than oppositely charged pair   interactions. 

The two primary results from this work were that 9ThQ showed 

no general   trend with concentration,  which  is contrary to Brrfnsted's 

theory,  and the work adds further proof to Friedman's postulatlon 

that  like-charqed and triplet  interactions are the main contributors 

to the heats of mixing.    The cross square rule was found to hold 

in these experiments. 

Wood  and  Anderson79  derived  a  set of  general   equations  based 

on Friedman's mixed electrolyte theory.    These equations allow 

prediction of   the excess   free enemy of mixing and  relative  apparent 

molal   heat content of  any muIticomponent mixtures  of  electrolytes 

of  the  same charqe  type,   from  the  knowledqe  of  on Iv  the  thermo- 

dynamlc  properties  of  component  pure electrolyte  solutions  and 

the common   ion  mixtures. 

Since, 

&« ■ I %**fi&+ ^ (Eq.  68) 

where G 
E.    = the total   excess free enerqy per kilogram of solvent 
mix 

containing f^ cations and X^ anions, Gj^ 
= the total  excess 
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free energy per kiloqram of solvent of component pure electrolyte 

R.X., and y = the mole fraction.    The value AraG    = the total 

excess free energy per kilogram of solvent of mixlnq the single 

component solutions at constant  ionic strength. 

The equation they derived   is defined as: 

A GE ■ RTI2[T   y_ y„yY g_J_   + l   yY yY yR afiL ] <Eq. m S>i"hHiXj\Ri       3>k xj  xk Ri  xjxk 

In this case the result  is calculated  from a weighted average 

of the   interactions of all   the cations  in the presence of all 

the anions,  and vice versa.    The weiqhting factors are the respec- 

tive  ion mole fractions  (y),  the  interaction parameter (9^R.» etc.) 

which   includes both pairwise and triplet interactions.     Interactions 

of three   like-charged  Ions are not   included because they contribute 

only asymmetry to the equations and have been shown experimentally 

80 
to contribute very   little 

One can then write, 

69) 

J5 .      .    „E +  RT|2r_ 
yv g. 

Lj 

(Eq.  70) 

and, 

+ V    v    v    v    hRi      ] ^q.  71) 
J>kV

XkVXj.Xk
J 

where &%i = the pure component apparent molal   heat content. 
L 

Both equations uses only knowledge of the properties of single 

electrolyte solutions and common   Ion mixtures. 

Wood and Anderson81 also showed that for large hydrophobic 
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structure making  ions, the effect of the overlap of the hydratlon 

spheres predominate  In both the heat of mixing and the heat of 

dilution,  so that the heat of mixing can be predicted. 

82 
Anderson and Petree      studied.the heat of mixing of   large 

tetraa Iky I ammonium cations,  Ll + ,  K+, H+, and Na+ cations from 25°C 

to 80°C to see  if Brrfnsted's prediction of zero heat of mixing 

would be met.    None of  the systems tended toward zero,  therefore 

not supporting this theory. 

In the study of anlon-common cation mixings, very  little 

work  is available  In the   literature.    Wu, et.  a I §3,    found that 

the heat of mixinq of the CI" and Br"  Ions  In the presence of 

Li+ (0.81   cal/mole)   differs very   little from the heat of mixinq 

of  these same an ions   In the presence of the Na+   ion  (0.79 cal/mole). 

This gives rise to the value of 0.80 cal/mole for the heat of 

mixinq of Cl'and Br"  in an equimolar solution of  Li    and Na 
+ 

ions.    The same approximate value holds  in the case of  LI   , 

Na+, or K+ mixings of Cl" and Br'.    This suggests that the   Inter- 

actions between a pair of  the same charge slqn are tyolcally 

affected   little by the common  ion. 

Wood and Anderson 84noted that up to  1967 the only anlon 

mixings were Cl".  Br",   and NO"  , which qave only   I  cal/mole for 

the cr-Br" mixlnqs and 3 cal/mole for halogen-NO" mixlnqs. 

They decided to study the system Cl", Br", CjH^ ,and F    at 

25«C so that mixings could be classified accordinq to both size 

and structure. 

The heats of mixing of the anlons  in the presence of the 
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common potassium Ion were found to ranqe from +2.38 to -8.58 

cal/mole at   I   molal.     This appears to be smaller than the cation- 

common anlon  heats of mixing (-50 to +30 cal/mole),  but when 

the very smalI   ions,  H+and Li+, are   left out of the cation compar- 

ison,  the heats of  mlxinq ranqe from +2 to -12 cal/mole.     If 

the heat of mixing  Is mainly  Influenced by the solvent sphere 

about an   Ion,   it should not be unreasonable to find abnormally 

high  Interactions with the H+ and LI+  ions.    The present results 

indicate that the anlon heats of mlxinq can certainly be comoar- 

able  In magnitude with those of  the cation heats of mlxinq. 

The results show that the structural  classification can be 

correlated with the  sign of the heats of mixing, whereas the size 

classification   can    not.    Thus,   for all   coo.on-.on heats of mixing 

that have been measured, the mixing of two structure breakers 

or two structure makers give endothermic heats of mixing, while 

mix.ng a structure breaker with a structure maker gives an 

exothermic heat of  mixing.    The C." and Br" are structure breakers, 

whi le the F" and C^o" ions are structure makers. 

,n the case of   the F"  ion.  the structure is created by the 

hiqhe.ectr,c field while for the Ctftf  Ion the  lack of specific 

interaction with the methyl   qroup stablMzes a more hiqh.y 

hydrogen-bonded water structure around this part of the molecule. 

,„ addition,  there   Is probab.y a req.on near the oxyqens where 

the high electric field creates structure. 
They conceded  from this work that the heat of mixing  is 

.ain.y   influenced by the water structure about the   like-charged 

ions. 



EXPERIMENTAL 

ANALYSIS  AND STANDARDIZATION 

Approximately 3.5   liters each of 2-4 molal   stock solutions 

were prepared usinq Malllnckrodt analytical   reagent grade potassium 

floride,  potassium chloride, potassium bomlde, and potassium 

acetate, which were dissolved  In distilled water that had been 

passed through a demlneralIzation column. 

The potassium chloride and potassium bromide stock solutions 

were standardized by precipitation as the  respective silver 

halide using a 0.1  molar silver nitrate solution.    The precipitate 

was dried to constant weight at   II0°C.    The potassium floride 

and potassium acetate stock solutions were precipitated as 

potassium tetraphenyIborate usinq the followlnq procedure as 

described by ReiI ley85.     A 3* solution was prepared from Fisher 

99.9* pure sodium tetraphenyIborate.    This solution was  filtered 

and stored  in an amber bottle.    From this,   a 0.03* wash solution 

was prepared.     Three 0.4 qram samples of the salt solution to 

be standardized were weiqhed out, and di luted to a volume of 

250 mi I II liters with deionlzed water.    To this,  5 mi I II liters 

of 50* potassium free sodium hydroxide were added, then the 

solution  was  heated  to boiling.     With  vigorous  stirring,   50-60 

mllllliters of  3* sodium tetraphenyIborate were added dropwise 

from a buret.    The resulting solution was allowed to cool   to 
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room temperature and then filtered through a fine sintered 

porcelain crucible.    The precipitate was washed with several   aliquots 

of approximately   10 ml I II liter portions of the previously prepared wash 

liquid.     The final  wash was with 5-6 portions of approximately 

10 mi II inters each of deionized water.    The crucibles were then dried 

to constant weight at   IIO°e. 

To   Insure the accuracy of this method,  a triplicate deter- 

mination was performed on a previously standardized potassium 

chloride stock solution.    The results were then compared to 

the results obtained from the silver halide determinations. 

They agreed within 0.1!?. 

All   standardizations of  the stock solutions were performed 

in quadruplicate,  and the results of these can be seen   In table 

I.     The solutions were stored  In polyethylene bottles.    The 

potassium acetate solution was stored In the coolest place 

possible,  without refrlqeratlon, because of the tendency for 

bacterial   qrowth   In the solution. 

From these stock solutions, operational  solutions were 

prepared by direct weight dilution to   1.0 molal.    To accomplish 

this the following dilution  formula was used. 

Wt.   stock = m j- 1000 -. C(ms)(MW)  +   1000]  (Eq.   72) 

kg!   soln.       ms
L(mHMW>  +   1000 

where m - the desired concentration, ms = the molal Ity of stock 

solution,   and MW = the molecular weight of the salt. 

Periodic checks were made on the   1.0 molal   potassium 

chloride and potassium bromide solutions by the Fajan's relative 
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halide method,  uslnq approximately 0.1  molar sliver nitrate 

solution 

CALORIMETER 

An adlbatlc calorimeter of microdeqree sensitivity (5 x  10    °C), 

84 
similar   in deslqn to a  previously reported calorimeter system 

was used.    The major differences  from the previously described calorimeter 

are: a)  the  use of a Kelthley model   I50B Microvolt-Ammeter and 

model   370 recorder,  Fluke model   88IA D.C.   Differential  Voltmeter 

and a Heathkit Requlated Low Voltaqe Power Supply, b)  one 

calorimeter per superstructure and c) an   Increase  In vessel   and 

pi pet capacity by a  factor of  3.    The advantaqe  in an   increase 

in size   is not  in the precision, but in the accuracy of the 

data obtainable.    A schematic diaqram of  this calorimeter can 

be seen   in  fiqure 3. 

The calorimeter consists of three major parts:   I)   temperature 

monitoring,  2)  chemical  mixinq capability, and 3) electrical 

calibration.     The experimental   orocedure   Involves comparison 

of an unknown amount of  chemical  heat with an accurately known 

amount of electrical   heat Input. 

A schematic diaqram for the temperature monitorinq system 

can be seen   In f.qure 4.    The system is a Wheatstone bridqe curcuit 

in which a   .2.5    kl lohm    thermistor, submerged   Into the solution, 

comprises one   leg.    Where R|   =  I 11.111   ohm six dial  decade resistor, 

and h - II    kilohm   two dial   decade resistor, R, - a 20 ki lohm 

standard resistor,  and R, = a  12.5   k.lohm   thermistor, R2  is 

adjusted for the desired temperature range used, and remains 
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TABLE 1 

Molal ity of Stock Solutions 

Salt Solution Average Molal ity 

KCI   1 3.595  ± .005 

KCI   1 1 2.356 ± .001 

KBr 3.786  ± .002 

KF   1 4.050 ± .003 

KF   1 1 2.160  ± .002 

KC2H3°2   ' 

KC2H302   11 

3.618  ± 

1.355 ± 

.005 

.002 



Adibatlc Calorimeter 
Front 

Figure 3 
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Plywood cover 
Styrofoam 
4"  x  4" x   1/4"  Brass  Plate 
Brass Lid 
Brass  Screws 

Brass Collar 
Thermistor 
Dewar Flask 
Metal   Support 
Calibration Heater 
Rough Heater 



Side View 
Figure 3 (continued) 
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L 5 mm Precision  Bore  Bearing 
M O-rings 
N Glass Stirrer 
0 Teflon Pi pet Holder 
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Wheatstone Bridge Used In Temperature 
Monitoring of the Vessel  Solution 

Figure 4 

R    .  HI,   III ohm six dial  decade resistor 

R2 =   II   kllohm      two dial   decade resistor 

R, - 20 kllohm      standard resistor 

R.  ■ kl lohm thermistor 
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fixed for that particular temperature.    The resistance of the 

thermistor, R.   ,  varies according to chanqes of temperature within 

the vessel   (see table 2).     It   is brought into balance by R|. 

The changes   In the reading of R. are proportionally changes of temperature 

within the vessel.     The ammeter measures the balance of the 

bridge,  and output fed to a recorder. 

The chemical   mixing capabilities of this calorimeter are 

proportional   to its size.    The pi pet  (figure 5) was aoproximately 

II  centimeters   long, 4 centimeters wide, and 2 centimeters deep. 

The openings of the pipet were   made of  15 millimeter glass tubing. 

To this tubing was  attached Teflon sleeves with a  I  centimeter 

center bore.    This was  designed to fit  inside the tubing for a 

distance of   1.0.    The pipet plunger was  14.5 centimeters   long 

with  11.2 centimeters outer separation of the Teflon plugs. 

The diameter of the Teflon plugs was   I   centimeter.    The ptoet 

usually held an average of 40 grams of solution. 

Except for the   length of the various probes and the stirrer, 

the  internal   parts of the calorimeter were   identical  with that 

of Petree87(see  figure  3).    The vessel  was a 700 mil II liter 

dewar flask. 

The electrical   calibration of a chemical   heat is accomp.ished 

through heal   capacity measurements.    Therefore an accurate know.edge 

of the amount of electrical   heat Introduced  Into the solution must 

be known.    A preliminary step to this  is the accurate calibration 

of the small   heater.    This was accomplished by the fo.lo.lnq 

procedure.    AnSR-l   ,000.00 ohm standard resistor88 was connected 
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Temperature 

25°C 

40°C 

60°C 

80°C 

TABLE   II 

Resistor Settings as a Function of Temperature 

* 
R,   (ohms) 

19940.0 

20200.0 

19600.0 

18137.0 

(kohms) 

6.8 

5.4 

3.2 

1.8 

» approximate values with water  in the vessel 



Calorimeter PI pet 

Figure 5 

4T 

A plunqer stem 
B Teflon sleeve 
C Teflon pluq 
D 15 mm glass tubing blown to size 
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to the   low voltage supply via the differential  voltmeter.    The 

dunrny resistor and the calibration heater were then compared to 

the standard resistor.    The values obtained were 500.09 ±  .08 

ohms for the dummy resistor and 512.23 ±  .01  ohms for the cali- 

bration heater.    After   I  year of use the same procedure gave a 

value of 512.32 ±  .05 ohms for the calibration heater. 

By use of the equation, 

H = E*t  <Eq- 73) 
4.184 R 

where H = the heat input   In calories, and E = the voltage, t = 

the time and R = the resistance of  the calibration heater.    The 

heat capacity can be measured by use of the equation, 

C    =  -H 
(Eq.  74) 

where AT   Is  the change   In  resistance of the thermistor 

A typical   experimental  procedure would be as follows. 

A salt solution, MX ,   is weighed  into the plpet.    This 

is then affixed to the   Inside of the calorimeter and the vessel. 

f,,,ed with a weighed amount of the desired salt solution. MY  , 

is attached to the calorimeter  lid.    The calorimeter  Is then 

placed into the bath,   and mechanical   stirring initiated.    A 

rough heater (approximately  -.5 ohms) with a current of approx.^tely 

4 amps,  heats the vessel   solution until   a Cose approach to the 

bath temperature  is  reached.    From this point the calibration 

heater  is turned on,  and a current of 40 ml.liamps  is used unti. 

the desired temperature   is reached.    This temperature  is usually 

whe sse,   is a, ittie cooler than the bath. 

is reached,  the desired straight   line has a slope of approximately 

0.06 calories per minute,   indicating that the vessel   is gaining 
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heat.    The plpet  Is then opened and equilibrium Is re-established. 

The variable resistor, R    ,   Is used to brlnq the bridge back 

to a balanced state,   and the new slope recorded.    This change 

in resistance, AR ,   Is directly proportional   to AT of openlnq 

and mixlnq.    From this point, two separate heat capacities are 

obtained by applying a known voltage for a given time, and noting 

the displacement of  the egulIIbratlon slopes with respect to the 

previously equilibrated position.    The average heat capacity 

is then used with the AT obtained for mixing.    This gives the 

quantity, q  (mixing)   ,  by the simple relation q = ACp x AR.    The 

calorimeter   is then quickly disassembled and the vessel  solution 

transferred to polyethylene cantalners, taking much care to 

eliminate evaporation. 

Although size presented no problems at 25°C ,   it soon became 

apparent that as one went to higher temperatures with the calorimeter 

system, equilibration of the vessel   solution with the unopened pipet 

solution presented a problem.    At 60°C , where one would normally 

expect from 45 minutes to  I   hour for an equilibration time  lag for 

the smaller  calorimeters,  this  system took as   lonq as  4  hours  or more. 

Since this  drastically  reduced the number of runs possible per day,  It 

was found necessary to correct this condition.    The   largest portion 

of equilibration time comes from the vessel  solution equ.IIbrat.nq 

with the pipet and   its contents.    Since the pipet solution  is much 

colder,  and   is not stirred, a method had to be obtained to heat the 

pipet so.ution while enc.osed In the vesse..    This was accomplished by 

taking 4-5   inches of   fine.   Msu.ated w.ro      hav.nq a resistant of 
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PI pet Heater Construction 

Figure 6 
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A 70 mm X  I  mm glass tubing 
B Evanohm wire   
C Soldered joing to  1st   Ieacthrough 
D Soldered Joint to 2nd   lead outside of 
E Shrinkable spagetti 
F Epoxy bottom plug^ 
G Teflon plug for pipet 
H 3 mm   ID glass  tubing 
I Heater 
J Shrinkable  spagetti 

mm  ID tubing 
mm  ID tubing 
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approximately 70-100 ohms.    This thin wire was wound on the exterior 

of a 70 millimeter x  I   millimeter hollow glass tube and soldered to a 

high resistant enameled wire.    Another piece of enameled wire was then 

soldered to the second end of the high  resistant wire to complete 

the circuit  (see figure 6).    The high  resistant wire windings were 

then coated with an   Insulating varnish,  and allowed to dry.    When 

dry, this heater was   inserted  Into the 3 millimeter hollow glass 

tubing which  comprises part of the pi pet plunger.    The pi pet plunger 

extension, which exists through the super-structure of the calorimeter, 

was constructed of hollow glass tubing.    Since this extension  is 

necessary to manually operate the plunger,   it is directly attached 

to the plpet plunger.    This gives the plpet heater leads  free access 

to the exterior of  the calorimeter.    The  leads were attached to 

the  low voltage power supply and approximately   I   volt, or  10 mi 11 lamps 

of current was applied.     This was allowed to heat during the 

entire heating cycle of the vessel  solution.    Using this procedure, 

the maximum egul I ibratlon time obtained at 80° C was   Us hours. 

Although some heat   is given off to the plpet solution by the heater, 

probably most of the benefit   is  from small   convection currents 

set up by the heater.    This,   in turn, produces a stlrrlna of the 

plpet solution,   carrying heat  from the walls of the plpet to the 

center of  the  solution. 

EXPERIMENTAL  PROCEDURE 

Since the heat of mixings of an Ions with a common cation  Is 

within the range of  3-40 calories per kilogram of solvent, a 

calorimeter with a sensitivity   In the mlcrodeqree range must be 
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ed      This calorimeter had a sensitivity  in the order of   IO-6oC. 

Although the calibration of this calorimeter had previously been 

performed prior to this  Investigation91, a check was considered 

proper.    The heat of mixing of Nafjl   - KCl   at 25°C was performed. 

An average uncorrected RTh0 of  -38.3 calories per kilogram of solvent 

was obtained.    This value compared with the values of -38.5 

and .38.3 "calories per kilogram of solvent previously reported. 

Because the general   experimental   procedure has been described by 

various authors94,   a detailed treatment will   not be given here. 

All   experiments were performed at a constant total   ionic 

strength of   1.0.     Measurements were rn.de   in reference to the bath 

te.perature. which was  reflated to i.004'0    or  less, determined 

by guartz thermometer95.    The vessel  was   loaded with approximately 

620 grams  of  solution  MX   initially,   and the pipet with  approximately 

40 nrams of the solution MY to be mixed.    A, I  weiohts of solutions 

were adjusted  to  allow  for  volume expansion  at the  more elevated 

temperatures.     After  the   initial   ooenina,  an  averane mole  fraction 

of 0.07 of the pioet salt MX was obtained, and 0.93 mole fraction 

of the vessel  solution W.     Rv reusino this solution as the next 

vessel  solution,  anv  desired mole fraction of MX-MV could be obtained. 

Tne averaoe fractions   investigated were from 0.0-0.4 and  1.0-0.6. 

initially a matched volt-a^ter and recorder was used  In 

recordino data.     on the   10 microvolt scale the recorder had a sen- 

~K™      It was   later discovered that 
sitivitv of 90 divisions per ohm.     IT was 

by using the I   volt output on the volt-ammeter to drive a  125 

.IIINolt  recorder,   the sensitivity  could  be   increased  to the 
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point that at  100 microvolts a response of 360 divisions per ohm 

was obtained. 

TREATMENT OF  DATA 

The experimental   data was fitted,  usinq the method of   least 

96 
squares, to the equation     , 

AH (cal/kq solvent/molal)  -yd  - v) l2rRThQ + RTh,(I   - 2y>3 
m 

(Eo.  76) 

where AH    = the heat of mtxino in  calories oer kiloqram of solvent, 
m 

and v = nole  fraction of the salt of the   larqest formula weiqht, 

I = the total   ionic strenqth, R = the universal   aas constant, 

T- Kelvin temperature,  hQ= the magnitude of the  interaction, and 

h, = the measure of the asymmetry or skew, since yd  - y)   Is 

orthogonal   to yd   - y)< I   - 2y). 

An   IBM   ,40,   computer was used to fit the data us.nn a Fortran 

orooram (see appendix).    Because a successive mixino scheme 

was U56d the actual   exoeri^nta,   heat observed  is the heat difference 

in the   final   and   initial   solutions where, 

qtexoerimentan-Cfinan-adnltlan 

q(.«.r,Mnt.n-^(fn-n   -^initiai) 

UPC substitution of equation 76  into equation 78 one obtains,^      ^ 

^experimental)   - RTh.FI   ♦ RThQF2 

where, 

FI = LYF - yj) WTSF - (y, -v?'WTSI CEQ-80) 
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and, 

F2  ■ C(yF  -  Vp)   -  2(y2  -  y^TSF -  [<y,   - y2)   - 2(y2  -  yJ)]WTSI 

(Eq.  81) 

where y    = the mole fraction,  after mixing, of the component with 

the   largest molecular weight,  and y    = the mole fraction, before 

mixing, of the component with the   largest molecular weight, 

WTSF = the final   weight of the solvent,  after mixing and WTSI   * 

the  initial  weight of the solvent,  before mixina. 

The standard  deviation of RTh    and RTh    were evaluated 

using the T-test97  for significance,  at the 95< confidence   level. 

In addition,  an F variance test was computed to test for the sig- 

nificance of RTh,,     When h,   was  found to be negligible,  It was 

set egual  to zero.     A copy of the computer program used in this 

author's work appears   in the appendix. 

ERRORS 

Errors due to concentration,  dilution, and neutralization 

upon mixina any  two  solutions  were   less  than  the experimental 

uncertainty   in  all   experiments  performed   (see table  3).     All 

solutions were checked  for pH and found to be near 7.0. 

Reparation  of   1.0  molal   solutions  was  accomplished with  dilution 

bv direct weloht and were accurate to 0.05^ or   less.    The heats 

of openinos were established at each temperature, and corrections 

were made on the a value obtained.    The averaoe heat of ooenino 

was between 0.000 and 0.026 + .00R calories,   usual Iv increasing  In 

magnitude with an   Increase   in temperature (see table 4).    To 

further minimize errors   in   reportino the heat of mlxlnos, all 

calculations,  weights,  and  measurements  were  read  to 4  slnnlflcant 



fioures.    When  report Inn the values of the heats of mix! no, the 

values of RTh0 were  reported to 0.1   calorie. 
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TABLE   I I I 

Estimated Heats of Dilution, Considering a Maximum 
0.1* Concentration Error With   1.000 Molal  Solutions 

Salt  Solution 

KC2H3O2 

KBr 

KCI 

KF 

Maximum Heat at 
Pilutlon  (Calories) 

0.3 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 
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TABLE   IV 

Heats of  Openlnq at Different Temperatures With Water 

Temperature Heat at Open I no (Calories) 

25»c -0059 *   -n018 

40°c .0139 t   .0030 

60°C -°2^9 *   -0009 

80oc .0255 ±   .0085 

.0066 ±   .0001* 

*New pi pet 
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DISCUSSION 

As stated previously,   It was the   intent of this work to study 

an ion-common cation mixinqs.    The  reaction sequence  is as  follows: 

MX + MY + M+ + X" + Y" (Eq.   82) 

where the  Initial   and final   solutions maintain a constant  Ionic 

strenqth.    This   leads to the situation where the only new  Inter- 

actions present  in the final   mixture are X" Y" type Interactions. 

The other advantaqe   is that a constant  ionic atmosphere Is main- 

tained at alI  times. 

In this study the heats of mixinq A„H was considered the most 

accurate method of  study Inq   ionic  interactions.    Since the total 

heat of mixinq is  comprised of the   ideal   and the excess heats of 

mixinq, 

V  -  ^H'   ♦ AmHE (Eq.  83) 

and A^H'   is equal   to zero when temperature, pressure and concentration 

are held constant. 

V<  =  V» 
(Eq.  84) 

The  systems   KF-KC^O^O,   KCI-KBr-H20,  KC,-KF-H20 and 

KCI-KC2H302-H20 were studied for the effects that temoerature had 

upon the heats of mixinq.    This work   involved relnvestiqatlnq the 

25-C heat of mlxlnqs as well   as establlshlnq heat of mlxlna for 

these systems at 40°C,  60»C and 80°C.    This data  is oresented in 

table 5. 

SOLUTE-SOLVENT   INTERACTIONS 
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98 
Based on the Frank, Wen and Evans      model   for an  Ion  In 

solution, the followlnq Interpretations are qlven to this author's 

results  (see figures 2 and 7). 

In the systems KF-KC^H^-h^O and KCI-KBr-H20, the heats of 

mixings show no temperature dependence.    However,   In the systems 

KCl-KF-HoO and KCI-KC2H3O2-H2O there  is a small   temperature 

dependence, with the heats of mlxinqs qolnq throuqh an apparent 

minimum in the 40°C - 50°C temperature ranqe.    For all   four of these 

systems the temperature dependence Is small enouqh to warrant the 

conclusion that the types of   Interactions for these anlons are 

no different than those recorded for the bulk of the cation 

mixings reported previously by Anderson and Petree".     It appears 

that the water  in the reqion of the structure-makinq, structure- 

breakina  interface   is either thermally stable or very nearly 

thermally stable for these anlons. 

From the heats of mixinq data one usually can calculate 

the excess   free  energy of  mixing, AfflG
F,  at any  temperature 

(T2)   if a reference AmGE at any T,   is known. 

where 

\cp = V(t2) " VW 

(Eq.   85) 

(Eq.   86) 

AT 
For mixtures which show no temperature dependence for the 

heats of mixinqs this equation  reduces to: 

VMt.)   "  VMt,)   " AmS   (t|)AT 
(Eq.   87) 

As mentioned above, two of these mixtures  (KF-KC^-H^ 
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and KCI-KBr-HoO)   show no temperature dependence.    These systems 

obey equation  (87)  because they are a  linear function  In 

temperature.    This suqgests that the water-solute structural 

interactions, or mlxlnqs,  are temperature  Independent for these 

systems.   Indicating that the  Interaction enerqles are qreater 

than the available thermal   enerqy.    At higher temperatures, 

the structure of  bulk water  is normally decreased. 

The other two systems   (KCI-KF-H20 and KCI-KC2H3O2-H2O) show 

a slight temperature dependence.    They would conform to equation 

(85).     It is   Interesting to note that F" and C2H302- are structure 

making  ions and Br- and CI" are structure breaking ions.     In both 

cases where a structure maker was mixed with a structure breaker, 

a temperature dependence was experienced, and for the  llke-tyoes 

no temperature dependence was evident. 

These results are very   Interesting In view of the differences 

of F" and C2H302-  from rrost other  ions studied.    The F" ion is 

surrounded by tightly held water due to the high electric field.    The 

C2H302-   Ion the   lack of specific interaction with the methyl 

group stabilizes a .ore highly hydrogen-bonded water structure 

around this part of the molecule.     In addition, there is probably 

a region near the oxyoens where the high electric field creates 

structure. 100 

Confirming the observations of previous authors      the magnitude 

of the skew tenn.  RTh,,   is small,  and remains H.M throughout 

the range of te^eratures studied  In this work.    This  Is postulated 

as waning triplet  interactions of the types MW or MVM , or 
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hio-her-order  Interactions do not qaln  In  importance at the hlqher 

temperatures.     Also postulated by the above authors   is that since 

the heats of mixlnq do not chanqe dramatically with temperature, 

one can conclude that whatever the  Interactions are, they are 

chanqinq only   in  deqree rather than   in kind. 

By usinq the Frank,  Evans and Wen model       to explain the 

author's results,  validity   is added to the premise that the 

specific interactions observed upon mixlnq  involve ion-solvent 

interactions   In the reqion of the primary hydratlon sphere.    This 

reqion   is at the   interface between the primary hydration sphere 

and the disordered water   in the structure broken reqion. 

Temperature sensitivity of water surroundina  ions In solution has 

been well   documented'02,    and  it has been established that bulk 

water  is reasonably temperature sensitive, while the primarv 
66 

hydration sphere   is temperature  independent(see Frank, et. al.     >. 

For  the  systems  KF-KC2H,02-H2o and KCI-KBr-H20,   the  inter- 

actions would appear to be at the  interface of the primarv hydration 

sphere.    Due to the hioh electrical   nature of the F" and Co- 

lons,  the author postulates a   less well   defined boundary between 

the  reqion  of  primary  and  secondary  hydration   for these  ions 

(see fioure  2),  which  could have    some temperature sensitlvitv 

(see for example  L. A.  Petree^).    This sensitivity could in 

turn affect the heats of mixinn, -kino them temperature dependent 

to a sIi qht dearee. 

Petree l03qives  a  qood  documentation  of  the evidence  rulino 

out bu,k water   interactions  as  the  cause  for temperature sensitivity. 

03.   104 
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Also the  lack of stability of the secondary hydratlon sphere with 

resoect to temperature  rules   It out as a probable cause. 

Desnoyers, et.   al.       ,  found that two solutes will   attract 

each other  if their structural   Influences are compatible with 

each other,  and  Incompatible   If these structural   Influences 

are opposite,   leading to repulsion. 

This  interpretation   Is derived from the Gurney co-sphere 

model.    The system would apply  in the following manner: since 

the Br" and Cl" are of the same structure orientinq class, 

and F" and C2H302" are heavily hydrated, each of these pairs 

tend to attract one another.    The Cl"- F" and Cl" - C^C^" 

interactions are of different orienting influences, and 

repulsion  occurs.     The  Gurney  model   predicts  a  positive HE* 

for the  F"  - C2H302" mixture  and Cl"  - Br" mixtures.     Both  Cl" -  F" 

and Cl" - C2H302-are predicted to have a negative H x. 

THERMODVNAMI CS 

In  any work  of  this  nature,   a secondarv benefit   is the 

calculation of related thermodvnamic functions.    As seen  in 

equation  (85)   the  excess   free  energy and excess  entropv variations 

with temperature can easily be calculated provided some reference 

excess free enemy   is available.    The excess  free eneray of the 

component  sinale electrolyte  solutions  are obtainable  from activity 

and osmotic coefficients.    This data  is read! I v available at 25»C. 

The values are   listed   in tables 6 and 7.    However, data necessarv 

for the calculation of the excess  free eneray of mixina at a 
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reference temperature for the systems studied by this author are not 

available. The usual method of calculation uses data from electro- 

motive force,   Isopiestlc and freeztno Dolnt  lowerlnq experiments. 

The apparent   lack of data has also been observed by Anderson, Wilson 

104 
and Smith 

In table   (5)   the AH    values alonq with the RTh0 and RThj 

values are   listed.     Also   listed  in table (8)  are the ACD(TO) values 

for equation   (86)   uslnq the equation: 

ACD(m)   =  V(t9)   -  V^t,) (Eq.   86) 
AT 
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TABLE  V 

Heats  of  Mlxinq 

Salt Pair T RTh0 

-22.6  ±  0.2a 

RTh| 

-0.8 ±  0.3 

AH.. Y = 0.5 

KF-KCI 25°C -5.65 ± 0.05 

40°C -23.0  ±  0.3 ~ -5.60 ±  0.17 

60°C -19.9  ±  0.5 +2.0 1  0.7 -4.97 ± 0.13 

80°C -16.4  +  0.8 — -4. 10 ± 0.20 

KF-KC2H302 25°C +9.5  t  0.3a +0.9  ± 0.4 +2.38 ± 0.0R 

40°C +9.4  t  0.4 — 2.35 t 0.10 

60°C +10.1   i  0.6 — 2.52 ± 0.15 

80°C + 10  t   1 — 2.50 t 0.25 

KCI-KBr 25°C +3.2a — +0.80 

40°C 2.9  t  0.2 0.72 ♦ 0.05 

60°C 3.2  t  0.3 — 0.80 ± 0.08 

80 °C 3.9  t  0.3 — 0.98 + 0.0R 

KCI-KC2H302 25°C -34.3 t  0.3 +0.9  ± 0.4 -8.58 t 0.08 

40°C -38.1   4  0.4 +2.8 ±  0.6 -9.52  ± 0.10 

60°C -37.5 t  0.4 — -Q.38 ± 0.10 

80°C -31   i  2 — -7.75  ± 0.50 

a    see  footnote   84. 
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TABLE  VI 

Osmotic Coefficients at 25°C 

Molality KF KCI KBr KC9H70- 

0.1 0.930 0.927 0.928 0.943 

0.2 0.919 0.913 0.916 0.944 

0.3 0.915 0.906 0.910 0.951 

0.4 0.914 0.902 0.906 0.958 

0.5 0.915 0.899 0.904 0.968 

0.6 0.916 0.898 0.904 0.977 

0.7 0.919 0.897 0.904 0.987 

0.8 0.923 0.897 0.905 0.997 

0.9 0.926 0.897 0.906 1.007 

1.0 0.931 0.897 0.907 1.017 

Harned.   H.S.,   and  Owen,  B.B..  P^hysi^L^^l^^ 

Electrolyte  Solutions   ,  Reinhold  Publishinc, Corp..  New York, 

N.Y.,   1943 
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TABLE  VI I 

Activity Coefficients at 25°C* 

Molali ty KCI KBr KC„H 0., KF 

0.1 0.769 0.771 0.796 0.774 

0.2 0.717 0.721 0.767 0.727 

0.3 0.687 0.692 0.752 0.701 

0.5 0.650 0.657 0.751 0.672 

0.7 0.626 0.637 0.755 0.657 

1.0 0.605 0.617 0.779 0.649 

* Harned,   H.S.,   and Owen,  B.B.,  The Physical   Chemistry 

of  Electrolyte  Solutions,  Reinhold Publishing Corp.,  New York, 

N.Y.,   1943. 
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TABLE  VIII 

ACp(m>  Values* 

Temoerature KCI-KBr KCI-KC?H,07 KCI-KF KF-KC9H-,09 

25°C-40°C -.005 -.026 -.001 + .063 

40°C-60°C + .004 -.014 + .008 -.008 

60°C-80°C + .001 -.043 -.001 -.801 

•Molality  (m)   =-0.5  for all  systems 
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SUMMARY 

The heats of mixing of anions with the maior emphasis on 

temperature dependence was studied for the systems KCI-KF-H.,0, 

KCI-KBr-H2
0»   KCI-KC2H3O2-H2O and KF-KC2H302-H20.    Each system was 

studied at 25°C,   40°C,  60°C and 80°C.     In the systems KF-KC2H3n2-H2n 

and  KCI-KBr-HoO the  heats of  mixina show  no temoerature  deDendence, 

while the systems KCI-KF-HjO and KCI-KC2H3Ci2-H20 shows a small 

temoerature dependence with the "Th0 values aoina throuah an 

apparent minimum at 40°  -  50°C. 

It   is postulated that the  interactions amona the ions occurs 

at the  interface of the primary hydration sphere.    Where a sliaht 

temperature dependence occurs,   it  is postulated that the boundary 

between the primary and secondary hydration spheres   is   less well 

defined. 
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APPENDIX 

COMPUTER PROGRAM  FOR AmHb 

DIMENSION  DELHCIOO) ,CI (100) ,CF(100) ,PHI I < 100) ,PHIF( 100) ,FI (100), 
F2( 100) ,F3( 100) ,W( 100) ,HCAIC( 100) ,ERROR( 100) ,C0{ 100). 

HSTDF(CM)=SLOPE  *   ((SQRTF(CM)/(| .0+A  *  SQRTF(CM)))   -  ((I./(A  * 
A  *  A * CM))   »  (1.4+A * SQRTF(CM)  -   |/(|+A  *  5QRTF(CM)) 
*  LOG  F(l+A  »  5QRTF(CM))))>. 

- 2 

1 READ.3,N,A,SLOPE,I 
3 FORMAT  (25H   I5,FI0.3,FI0.I,110) 

IF(I)   50,4,5 
4 READ.2,(DELH(K),CI(K),CF(K),W(K),K=I,N) 
2 FORMAT  (FI0.I,2FI0.I,FI0.2) 

9 
100 

S I 1=0 
SI 2=0 
SI 3=0 
S22=0 
S23=0 
S33=0 
SWW=0 
SW=0 
IW=0 
D09.K=I,N 
PHII(K)=HSTDF(CI(K)) 
PHIF(K)=HSTDF(CF(K)) 
FKK) = (-PHI l(K))+PHIF(K)+DELH(K) 
F2(K)=CI(K)-CF(K) 
F3(K)=CI(K)   * S0RTF(CI(K))-CF(K)   *  SORTF 

(CF(K)) 

SI l=SI l+FKK) » Fl(k) 
SI2=SI2+FI(K) * F2(k) 
SI3=SI3+FI(K) " F3(K) 
S22=S22+F2(K) " F2(K) 
S23=S23+F2(K) * F3(K) 
S33=S33+F3(K) * F3(K) 
SWW=SWW+W(K) * W(K) 
SW=SW+W(K) 
DEN0M=(S22  *  S33)-(S23  «  S23) 
B=((SI2  «  S33)-(S23  »  SI3))/DENOM 
C=((S22 »  SI3)-(SI2 *  S23))/DENOM 
SEBC=SM-B  * SI2-C "  SI3 
PUNCH  3,N,A,SLOPE,I 
PUNCH  7,B,C 

W(K) 
W(K) 
W(K) 
W(K) 
W(K) 
W(K) 
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12 

110 
25 
24 

230 

22 
20 

26 

27 

F0RMAT(4HB=FI0.2,4H  C=FI0.2) 
PUNCH  8.3EBC 
F0RMAT(2IH  SUM ERRORS  SOUARED=EI0.4) 
PUNCH   I2,SII,SI2,SI3,S22,S23,S33,SWW,SW 
FORMAK8EI0.3) 
DF=N-I-I 
SYBC=SORTF(SEBC/DF) 
PUNCH   II0.SYBC 
FORMAT(8H   SYBC=FI0.4) 
PUNCH  24 
FORMAT(78H Cl   CF  PHI I   PHIFHCAIC 
DELH  ERROR W) 
0023  K-I,N 
HCAIC(K)=(+PHIl(K))-PHIF(K)+B  "  F2(K)+ 

C ■  F3(K) 
ERROR(K)=DELH(K)-HCAIC(K) 
PUNCH  22,CI(K),CF(K),PHI I (K),PHIF(K), 

HCAIC(K),D£LH(K),ERROR(K),W(IO 
F0RMAT(2FI0.7,4FI0.3,2FI0.4) 
B0=SI2/S22 
SEB=SII-BO  *  SI2 
0F=N-l-l 
F=(SEB-SEBC)   ■  DF/SEBC 
PUNCH  26,BO 
C0RMAT(5H  BO=FI0.2) 
PUNCH  8,SEB 
PUNCH  27,F 
FORMAT(l3H F(I,N-2)=FI2.4) 
SVB=SORTF(SEB/(DF+l.0) 
PUNCH   I I|,SYB 
FORMAT(7H  SYB=FI0.4) 

23 IF(IW)29,32,30 
29 PRINT  31 
31 FORMAT(5H TILT) 
32 SI 1=0 

SI 2=0 
SI 3=0 
S22=0 
S23=0 
S33=0 
SWW=0 
SW=0 
0035K=I ,N 
SII=SII+FI(K)   « FKK) 
SI2=SI2+FI(K)   » F2(K) 
SI2=SI3+FI(K)   ■ F3(K) 
S22=S22+F2(K)   ■ F-2(K) 
S23=S23+F2(K)   « F3(K) 
S33=S33+F3(K)   » F3CK) 
SWW=SWW+I.0 

35 SW=SW+I.O 
IW=I 
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GO TO   100 
50 READ 40,L,A,SLOPE,B,C,M 
40 FORMAT(IIO,4FI0.5,IIO) 
51 READ 47,(C0(J),J=I,L) 
47      FORMATCFI0.6) 

200       IF(M)   42,42,41 
41 PAUSE  20000 

GO TO  I 
42 PUNCH  43,A,SLOPE,B,C 
43 FORMAT(4H  A=FI0.4,I0H  SLOPE=FI0.2,4H 

B=F!0.2,4HC-FI0.2) 
D045 J=I,L 
PHI=HSTDF(CO(J))+CO(J)   *   (B+C * 

SORTF(COU))) 
SO=SORTF(CO(J)) 
EL2=(SL0PE  »  SQ/(I.+A  * SO))+CO(J)   * 

(2.   »B2.5»C» SO) 
45 PUNCH  46,CO(J),PHI,S0,EL2 
46 FORMAT(FI5.IO,FIO.2,FI5.6,FI0.2) 

GO TO  I 
END 


